
       THORNDON CIRCULAR WALK 
 

1.   This starts at The Black Horse Inn (1) down Fen View opposite. The sunken drift leads to the 
edge of the fen (2).  The fen is still receding, but once was a large lake used for sea-going trade. 
This area is called Brackenham, meaning land broken by the plough, a small settlement which is 
probably the earliest settlement of the Thorndon (Tornduna)area. Various ancient artifacts have 
been found in this area but it would be great if we could find a sunken ship or jetty. The fen is 
very wild with natural flora, but the signpost arrows will lead you on. During wet weather wellies 
are advisable. Leave the fen by crossing a small ditch, go across the corner of the field and over 
the footbridge and stile. This area is known as Ganderwick which probably means  ‘a dairy farm 
by a creek’. Diagonally across the field is a stile and the Clint (Stony) Road. 

 
2.   The Kerrison set aside fields are opposite to the left and make a pleasant diversion. Many 
plants have been sown and are you are welcome to walk around and exercise your dogs, but 
please remember your pooper scoopers! The ancient remains of Glebe Farm can be seen and 
there is a well-stocked pond. Pond dipping is allowed, but no fishing and, beware, it is deep. 
Returning to Clint Road turn right, after crossing the stile, and walk over Catbridge (Cathbridge) 
possibly where local feuds were settled. After a ¼ mile turn left by the hedge (5), walk down the 
field and over the footbridge which crosses the River Dove. This is from Dubh meaning ‘dark’, 
probably because it was in a dark trench with overhanging trees. Go through the gate (beware of 
the straining wire fixed at head height between the posts), then across the field and through a 
further gate and up a hill. On the left are the remains of the early 11th century St Mary’s Church 
(6), most of which was used in the later church to the north-west. At Old Church Farm (7) the 
Mid-Suffolk Pathway joins in from the right. Walk along the green lane to the road (8), turn left 
at Priory Farm and turn right (9) along the headland of the field for ¼ mile turning left in the 
corner of the second field at the big ditch, and head due south to the road by Gardiners Hall 
(10). Turn right on the road, around the bend and straight down to the Stoke Road (11) 
 
3.   Over the road and straight down the field to the River Dove again and over the bridge (12). 
To the right three different paths lead to Stoke Ash. Until recently a superb and rare Black Poplar 
stood here, once a major native species, but now in serious decline and worth looking out for. 
Cross the field to the bridge and stile, turn left and then right up to the Hill Farm, turning left and 
right around the farm buildings (13). Turn left along the headland, down and round the to the 
bridge(14). The Mid-Suffolk Pathway goes straight on to Stoke and Deadman’s Lane. Turn left 
over the bridge, left again into Love Lane. Now what went on there? Perhaps a simple error from 
‘Dove’. This lane ends at the bowling green and the Stanwell Green part of Thorndon, until 
recently a proper green and cricket field. Don’t suppose it would be allowed today. 
 
4   Cross the road and take the Debenham road for 100 yards turning right up Haggar Lane, 
another sunken drift (16).Haggar, sometimes Agga, meaning just that, and used as a cattle drove. 
Follow the footpath signs to Nowhere Stile next at (17). Straight on to the Village Hall, right to 
Wetheringsett, but turn left down the lane, swing right across the corner of the field and into the 
pub car park and it’s done! (NB the footpath to the Village Hall unless well- trodden, is hard to 
find as the sign post at the Village Hall end is barely a metre high and generally concealed by 
vegetation) 
 
5   Enjoy these walks, look after them and your animals and remember this is mostly farmland, 
so take your pooper scooper with you! We must all respect the countryside keeping to the 
footpaths, which should be maintained at 1.5 metres wide on headlands and 1.0 metre wide 
across fields. Perhaps some contractors don’t realise they are taking up the footpath! 



This is a reproduction of a leaflet first published in 1995, with some slight updating 
amendments. The following is an addendum to the last publishing of the walk: 
 
Of course there are lots of footpaths about – just look for the signs. In fact a new footpath has 
enabled another nice short circular walk, avoiding nearly all roads. 
 
Go along Love Lane and over the bridge, but turn left to Stoke Ash. At Deadmans lane turn left 
onto the new footpath, taking you to Thwaite Road, straight across and onto Water Lane to the 
Wetheringsett footpath. Turn left to Nowhere Stile and then any way you like back into the 
village. 
 


